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MATERIALS

4mm crochet hook  Tapestry needle Stuffing

Red medium-weight  
yarn  (8 yds)

Yellow medium-weight  
yarn  (1 yd)

Scissors  
(not included)

HOW TO READ  
A WOOBLES PATTERN

Rnd 3. (18)[sc, inc] x6

Round


What stitches to do this round, and  
how many times


Total number of stitches in this round

For round 3, repeat the pattern in the brackets 6 
times. The pattern is: single crochet in 1 stitch, then 
increase stitch in the next stitch. Because an increase 
is actually 2 single crochet stitches in the same stitch 
of the previous round, the total number of stitches in 
this round is 18.

ABBREVIATIONS

This pattern is written in US 
terminology, and crocheted in 
continuous rounds. Watch video 
tutorials at thewoobles.com/tutorials

ch 
sc 
dec 
rnd 
blo

chain 
single crochet 
(invisible) decrease 
round 
back loop only
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BOX

With red yarn.

Rnd 1. 
Rnd 2.  

Rnd 3. 
Rnds 4-5.

start 8 sc in a magic loop  (8) 
[(in the same stitch: sc, ch 2, sc), sc] x 4  
(20) 
(sc blo, dec blo, 2 sc blo) x 4  (16) 
16 sc  (16)

Invisible fasten off and weave in the yarn tail. 
Lightly stuff the piece.

LID

With red yarn.

Rnd 1. 
Rnd 2.  

Rnd 3.   

Rnd 4.

start 8 sc in a magic loop  (8) 
[(in the same stitch: sc, ch 2, sc), sc] x 4  
(20) 
sc, [(in the chain space: sc, ch 2, sc), 3 
sc] x 3, [in the chain space: sc, ch 2, sc], 
2 sc  (28) 
2 sc blo, dec blo, (5 sc blo, dec blo) x 3, 3 
sc blo  (24)

Invisible fasten off and weave in the yarn tail.


Put the lid on the box.

BOW

With yellow yarn.

Step 1. 
Drape an arm’s length of yarn over the center of 
the top of the present.


Step 2. 
Flip the present upside down so the bottom is 
facing up. Wrap the yarn tails around the present. 
Cross them so they’re perpendicular to the yarn 
that was just wrapped around the present.


Step 3. 
Flip the present over so the top is facing up again. 
Tie the yarn together so the top is snug against 
the lid.


Step 4. 
Tie a bow with the remaining yarn, and cut the 
ends so they are even.
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